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Why is it interesting?
• There is anecdotal evidence that a number of managers
likely focus on creating consistent earnings growth.
• In addition, scientific evidence shows that there exists a
discontinuity in reported earnings distribution around
three earnings benchmarks, i.e. zero earnings, previous
period’s earnings, and analyst consensus earnings
forecasts.
• In other words, firms prefer reporting small profits to
reporting losses, showing increasing earnings over
previous periods’ earnings, and announcing positive
earnings surprises relative to analysts’ earnings
expectations.
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Earnings Distributions (1)
• Earnings Increases (Burgstahler and Dichev, 1997)
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Earnings Distributions (2)
• Positive Earnings (Burgstahler and Dichev, 1997)
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Earnings Distributions (3)
• Earnings Forecasts (Burgstahler and Eames, 2006)
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Motivation
• Markets assign rewards (penalties) for firms with meeting
or beating (missing) these three benchmarks (e.g. Kasznik
and McNichols, 2002; Francis et al., 2003; Skinner and
Sloan, 2002; Shanthikumar, 2012; Liu, 2013).
• Economic-related rewards given to such firms are in the
forms of
– Higher price-earnings multiples (Barth et al., 1999)
– Positive abnormal returns (Bartov et al., 2002)
– Lower cost of debt (Jiang, 2008)

• One can simply ask a following question: what really drives
this phenomenon?
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Main Explanations
Growth-based Explanation

Risk-based Explanation

MBEB conveys positive information Market rewards possibly are attributed
about future earnings (Bartov et al., to investors’ perceptions that these firms
2002)
are less risky (Kasznik and McNichols.
2002).
MBEB firms report a higher series of Terminating a string of earning increases
future earnings (Kasznik and McNichols. is associated with higher expected rate of
2002).
returns – implying higher risk – and
downwardly revised expectations of
future cash flows (Xie, 2011).
Consistent earnings patterns convey
information about both better future
performance and higher management’s
creditability (Koonce and Lipe, 2010).
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Information asymmetry is reduced after
beating earnings expectations because
MBEB attracts investors’ attention and
increase a firm’s investment visibility
(Brown et al., 2009).
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Growth and Risk – What?
• Although growth and risk seem as two distinct inputs,
recent research suggests they are inter-related.
– Penman and Yehuda (2015) argue that, in addition to cash-flow
news, accounting measures convey discount rate news. They posit
that deferral of earnings continues until uncertainty is resolved
implying higher risk. In contrast, earnings realization implies a
decrease in expected rate of return due to resolution of uncertainty.
– Nekrasov and Shroff (2009) propose a model in which expected
earnings are modified for risk and no further adjustment to the
discount rate should be used beyond risk-adjusted expected
earnings. Their model specifies that risk residing in economic
fundamentals, i.e. earnings, affects firm value.

• Combining two papers, it suggests that earnings growth is
related to lower risk.
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Other Explanation
• It is commonly known that firm fundamentals determine
both earnings and firm value (e.g. Lev and Thiagarajan,
1993; Abarbanell and Bushee, 1997; Tomy, 2012; Yao,
2014).
• If fundamental information is manifested in earnings
persistence or reflects earnings growth, it seems logical
that a firm with stronger fundamentals would exhibit
either higher persistence of earnings or larger subsequent
earnings growth or both, and in turn higher prices.
• Theoretically, I find that sufficiently high earnings
persistence drives a string of earnings in the absence of a
strong time trend in earnings.
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1st Question
• To the extent that investors employ past earnings patterns
to predict future performance reflected in prices, they also
predict future risk.
• I therefore ask if market rewards to increasing earnings
patterns are related to predicted variability in future
earnings.
• More specifically, I investigate if variability in future
earnings (my proxy for investors’ estimate of future risk)
provides incremental explanatory power over the
variability in past earnings.
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2nd Question
• while prior research suggests that increasing earnings
patterns are associated with earnings growth, a firm
cannot grow forever.
• Hence, it is unlikely that market rewards to longer patterns
of increasing earnings are associated with better future
growth opportunities. Instead, market rewards may be
related to past strong fundamentals.
• I therefore examine if longer patterns are positively related
to past fundamentals but unrelated to future growth.
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3rd Question
• Having a relative short string of earnings increases may be
related in equal measures to growth and reduced future
risk. Yet, because firms cannot continue to grow in
perpetuity, the predictive balance of an earnings string may
shift in the direction of risk rather than growth as the
string has prolonged.
• Because longer patterns of earnings increases are less
likely to predict future growth, then longer patterns should
be better predictors of lower future risk than shorter
patterns.
• I therefore explore if the association between future risk
and the pattern of increasing earnings is moderated by the
length of the pattern, conditional on firm fundamentals.
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The Definition of A String
• A firm with a string of earnings increases is defined as a
firm that reports at least twenty consecutive quarters of
increases in seasonally adjusted earnings per share (EPS).
• An EPS increase is defined compared with earnings per
share (EPS) from the same quarter of the prior year.
• The four quarters lagged earnings benchmark is informed
by Graham et al.’s (2005) findings.
• Note that, By construction, the definition of firms with a
string in this study is more restricted than other papers
using annual earnings.
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Data
• Accounting and market data are collected from both
COMPUSTAT and CRSP databases.
• The dataset covers all available US listed firms during the
period of 1971 – 2014.
• Since I require at least five years of earnings history, the
sample is substantially reduced to 440,105 firm-quarter
observations. To calculate future earnings variability , the
final sample is 215,532 firm-quarter observations between
1976 and 2009.
• While it is impossible to overcome this problem, to
mitigate this concern, I delete all firms that do not report at
least twenty quarters of earnings history. This implies that
survivorship rate is similar for both string and non-string
firms.
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Sample Formation
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Descriptive Statistics
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Empirical Test – Q1
• Estimating Pricing Effects of Future Earnings Uncertainty
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Empirical Test – Q1
• I empirically construct a simplified measure of risk in
future earnings using quarterly earnings per share
realization.
• Specifically, variability in future earnings is defined as
variance of (ex post) future twenty quarters’ (five years)
percentage changes in quarterly earnings per share.
• Technically, this equation attempts to rescue inferences
from econometric problems as follows:
– an omitted correlated variable problem
– an exclusion of fixed effects
– clustering standard errors
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Empirical Results – Q1
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Empirical Results – Q1
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Empirical Results – Q1
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Empirical Test – Q2
• The Valuation Role of Fundamentals

• This equation is estimated using the Probit Maximum
Likelihood Estimation method.
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Empirical Test – Q2
• The next main objective is to test whether rewards to firms
reporting consistent earnings trend is related to stronger
fundamentals.
• I construct a standardized aggregate fundamental score
following Lev and Thiagarajan (1993).
• This score is based on 12 underlying fundamental signals
including inventories, accounts receivable, capital
expenditures, research and development expenses, gross
margin, selling and administrative expenses, provision for
doubtful receivables, effective tax rate, order backlog, labor
force, LIFO earnings, and audit qualification.
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Empirical Test – Q2
• Each fundamental signal is binary variable. I assign one if
an individual signal is a positive signal or good news, zero
otherwise. Firms with a larger number of strong
fundamentals obtain a higher score.
• To obtain an average standardized aggregate fundamental
score, I calculate an average value of standardized
aggregate score, by averaging standardized aggregate
fundamental scores from period t-20 to period t-1.
• The rationale for using lag information is that fundamental
scores are a signal by construction. Twenty periods
average value is consistent with the definition of an
earnings string.
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Empirical Results – Q2
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Empirical Tests – Q3
• There are TWO main specifications for investigating
shifting from growth to risk signalling.
• Although investors may predict better future financial
performance when they observe strings of earnings
increases, firms cannot sustain growth in perpetuity.
• I expect that longer earnings strings are more weakly
related to earnings growth and more strongly to future
risk.
• That is, the predictive balance of an earnings string may
shift in the direction of risk rather than growth as the
string has prolonged.
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Empirical Tests – Q3
• Test of Future Profitability

• Test of Future Earnings Risk
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Empirical Results – Q3
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Empirical Results – Q3
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Empirical Results – Q3
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Summary
• This paper estimates the association between market
rewards associated with a string of earnings increases,
future earnings uncertainty, and firm fundamentals.
• All findings unfold the economic meaning of an earnings
series. Other than growth opportunities, a string of
consistently earnings growth contains information about
fundamentals and uncertainty of subsequent earnings
which, in turn, leads to higher market outcomes.
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Overriding Conclusions
• Investors are able to infer future risk from earnings
patterns and positively react to such patterns reflecting
lower future risk. It supports the notion that not only the
first moment but also the second moment of future
earnings distribution affects prices.
• Firms with earnings strings likely exhibit past stronger
underlying economic performance but are not possible to
sustain growth as the length of patterns increases.
• Moreover, growth opportunities are less pronounced for
longer earnings patterns than shorter patterns. This
evidence plays down the growth signalling explanation,
and instead highlights the importance of past
fundamentals in driving the MBEB phenomenon.
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Overriding Conclusions
• From the perspective of fundamentals, it may be true that
fundamentals, not growth per se, underpin the empirical
relation between patterns of increasing earnings and
market rewards.
• This study provides an important insight into how patterns
of earnings increases convey information about future risk.
Specifically, longer earnings patterns signal lower future
risk than shorter patterns.
• It also confirms the objective of financial statements
indicating that accounting provides information about
uncertainty of future economic benefits.
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